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1.  Background.  Schools, nonprofit agencies, and other community based providers that serve 

individuals on the autism spectrum often submit grant applications to the OAR Applied Research 

Competition.  Though their ideas and the potential impact of the studies they propose are often 

sound, invariably they are lacking in research methodology.  Most often, there are concerns from 

reviewers around the research methods or data analysis plan.  This may be due in part because 

the expertise of the staff at the school or agency applying for the grant lies in providing direct 

services to individuals with ASD and may not have extensive training and support in grant 

writing and research design. 

 

In an effort to assist these applicants in submitting competitive applications to the Applied 

Research Competition and capitalize on their ideas, OAR is introducing the OAR Partnership 

Competition, which offers a new line of funding to support the grant development and writing 

process for community based providers in need of such support. 

 

Through this competition, OAR intends to promote evidence-based practices delivered from 

research in the following areas:  

 

 The analysis, evaluation, or comparison of current models of assessment, intervention, or 

systems of service delivery, including policy analysis 

 Applied aspects of educational, behavioral, or social/communicative intervention 

 Effective intervention across the lifespan for individuals considered to be severely impacted 

by autism 

 Adult issues such as continuing education, employment, residential supports, sexuality 

instruction, quality-of-life determinants, and “later intervention”  

 Issues related to family support, social and community integration, assessment and 

intervention with challenging behavior, and the use of technology in support of learners with 

ASD 

 

2.  Objective.  OAR will award up to three (3) Partnership grants of $5,000 each to support 

partnerships between community based providers and research institutions in an effort to develop 

competitive grant applications for consideration in the 2017 Applied Research Competition and a 

possible grant of up to $25,000. Applications will include compelling research questions 

generated by the service providers, and sound research methods and data analysis plans enhanced 

by their research partners.  Partnership fund recipients are not guaranteed applied grant funding. 

 

OAR seeks to fund studies that expand the body of knowledge related to autism intervention and 

treatment, produce practical and clearly objective results, have the potential to impact public 

policy, and provide outcomes that offer to enhance quality of life for persons with autism and 

their families.  While applicants are always free to submit on any relevant area of research or 

intervention, this year, OAR is placing an emphasis on research that addresses the following 



targeted areas: adult outcomes, augmentative and alternative communication, behavioral 

economics, community-based intervention, and effective staff training.  While there is no 

guarantee of funding, studies that cover these topics will receive additional scoring credit during 

the review process.  Studies may range from one to two years. 

 
3.  Evaluation Criteria.  OAR’s Scientific Council and adjunct review panel will evaluate the 

proposals OAR receives for scientific and technical merit.  Review criteria for the evaluation 

include:  

 

 Significance – Does the proposed research question/topic address a socially significant 

issue for the school/agency that aligns with the Applied Research Grant priorities?  

 Approach – Is the timeline/partnership plan well conceptualized and thorough?  Are 

details of the budget and role assignments included? 

 Innovation – Are the research aims original?  Does it have the potential to advance our 

understanding of ASD? 

 Partners – Are the partnering agencies and personnel well equipped to write the 

preproposal?  Does the university partner have a history of work related to the research 

questions or methods and success receiving internal or external funding? 

 Environment – Does the study location and structure in which the work will be done 

contribute to its probability of success?  Does the work take advantage of any unique 

features of the environment or employ useful collaborative arrangements? 

 Practical relevance - How relevant is the study and its outcomes to the everyday 

challenges posed by autism?  Does it offer practical findings?  Are they generalizable 

beyond the research setting?  Can key components be readily replicated? 

 

OAR’s Board of Directors makes grant awards based on these evaluations and the 

recommendations of the Scientific Council.  OAR places special emphasis on studies that will 

likely produce outcomes that are meaningful to the autism community and have potentially broad 

application to the practical challenges autism presents. 

 

4.  Competition.  This year, OAR will consider awarding up to 3 partnership grant awards for 

$5,000 each.  Partnership applications are due Monday, October 17, 2016 at 11:59 PM EST. 

Winners will be announced in December 2016.  If awarded, the teams will commit to 

participating in the applied research competition.  OAR will notify applied winners in December 

2017 for applied funding starting as early as January 1, 2018. 

 

5.  Information for All Applicants on Uses of OAR Funds.  A budget for the $5,000 Partnership 

grant is required.  All applicants should review the funding guidelines for uses of OAR 

partnership grants before applying.  The guidelines are posted on OAR’s Website here.   

 

At this stage of the applied grant application process, a $25,000 budget and justification are not 

required, though questions regarding the budget and OAR’s funding policies often arise when 

prospective researchers initiate a grant proposal within their system.  All applicants should 

review OAR’s guidelines for applied research grants before applying.  The guidelines are posted 

on OAR’s Website here.   

 

http://www.researchautism.org/professionals/partnership/documents/PartnershipFundingGuidelines.doc
http://www.researchautism.org/professionals/grants/index.asp


6.  Overview. The entire application and review process will proceed in three distinct phases: 

1. Open application, review and approval of partnership applications, 

2. Proposal development for initial feedback, and 

3. Final review and approval of proposals. 

 

A community-based provider that has a compelling research question aligned with OAR’s 

priority areas and an interest in writing an OAR grant should reach out to a research partner 

at a university or research institute.  The partner should have a history of success in receiving 

external funding.  Though collaboration with a local researcher is ideal for future research 

efforts, applicants can request access to a list of established OAR researchers by emailing 

Kimberly Ha, programs and Outreach Associate, at kha@researchautism.org. 

 

a. Open Application Period  

During this period, OAR will receive partnership applications in accordance with these 

guidelines.  Interested applicants should submit applications via OAR’s online application 

portal no later than Monday, October 17, 2016 at 11:59 PM EST.  The objective of the initial 

review process is to identify three proposed partnerships and projects that best meet the 

criteria described above to advance directly to the full proposal phase for the opportunity to 

compete for a $25,000 applied grant.  OAR will notify all applicants of the partnership 

results in December 2016.  Up to three partnerships will be supported.  Receipt of partnership 

funds does not guarantee applied grant funding.   

 

b. Applied Proposal Development  

The partnership grantees will begin developing their grant proposals in January 2017.  

Applicants will submit a preproposal for initial feedback via WizeHive by March 27, 2017.  

Preproposal feedback will be returned by June 2017. 

 

c. Final Review of Proposals 

Partnership reports and full proposals will be due September 8, 2017 at 11:59 PM EST.  The 

proposals will undergo an in-person review and evaluation by the Scientific Council at its 

annual meeting and will be reported to OAR’s Board of Directors for approval. OAR will 

notify awardees by December 2017, and funding will begin on or after January 1, 2018. 

 

7.  Online Application Process.  The application is available online at 

https://app.wizehive.com/apps/oarpartnershipfunds2017.  Compliance with all administrative 

requirements is essential. 

 

Overview of the Partnership Funds Application Process.  The online application form 

proceeds in two steps, as outlined below.  The objective of the first step is to identify 

research partnerships worthy of OAR funding up to $5,000. The objective of the second step 

is to identify research projects worthy of OAR funding up to $25,000. The form that appears 

in Step 2 will be representative of the form that will appear in the subsequent preproposal 

round. As such, some of the responses (e.g. literature review and data analysis) may be 

omitted at this stage pending further discussion with the research partner. Please refer to the 

online application for detailed instructions.  

 

  

mailto:kha@researchautism.org
https://app.wizehive.com/apps/oarpartnershipfunds2017


Step 1: Partnership & Grant Development Process 

 

a) Cover Letter.   

 

b) Two Letters of Support.  The applicant’s leadership should indicate support for the 

partnership and project.  The research institute/university partner should indicate 

willingness to partner and qualifications as a partner. 

 

c) Background.  (6,000 character limit*)  Provide information regarding eligibility for 

partnership support. See online application for background questions. 

 

d) Partnership Timeline.  (6,000 character limit)  Provide a timeline of activities and 

meetings that will take place during the applied proposal development period (from 

January 1, 2017 through August 7, 2017). 

 

e) Budget.  Upload a budget for the $5,000 Partnership grant consistent with the partnership 

funding guidelines. 

 

Step 2: Research Overview 

 

a) Title and Background.  (10,000 character limit)  Provide a brief analysis of relevant 

historical and contemporary knowledge and research related to the proposed topic.  

 

b) Methodology.  (5,000 character limit)  Describe and justify the proposed research design 

and methodology you will use including clearly defining the characteristics of your 

research participants. 

 

c) Evaluation/Data Analysis.  (5,000 character limit)Explain what evaluation, assessment 

measures, and qualitative or quantitative analyses you intend to use and provide your 

rationale. 

 

d) Outcome Recommendations.  (3,000 character limit)  Provide an overview that is based 

on predicted results of your project.  What outcomes or recommendations may result 

from the project, and why are they significant to the autism community? 

 

e) List of References.  (Unlimited characters) 

 

f) Biographical Information.  Use the provided NIH Biographical Sketch Format Page. 

 
*Note: All character limits include spaces 

 

For more information, contact Kimberly Ha at kha@researchautism.org or call 703-243-9762. 

http://www.researchautism.org/professionals/partnership/documents/PartnershipFundingGuidelines.doc
http://www.researchautism.org/professionals/partnership/documents/PartnershipFundingGuidelines.doc
mailto:kha@researchautism.org

